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Let d be an associative algebra with involution J and let &?(&, J) 
denote the set of J-symmetric elements of zzI. The set X(&, J) can be 
endowed with a structure based on its module structure, the unit element 
1 and the binary composition (a, b) -+ aba which is linear in b and 
quadratic in a. This is an instance of a (unital) quadratic Jordan algebra 
in the sense of McCrimmon ([22]). F or such an algebra one can define 
a group, the structure group, which has been defined by Koecher [20] 
to be the group of module automorphisms 7 of the algebra for which 
there exists a module automorphism T* such that 
u n(a) = rluarl* 
where lJ,b = aba in the given quadratic Jordan algebra. An alternative 
definition of the structure group can be based on a concept of isotopy 
which is due to the author [9]. According to this alternative definition 
the structure group is the group of isomorphisms of a quadratic Jordan 
algebra onto its various isotopes. 
Associated with any quadratic Jordan algebra one has a special 
universal envelope. This is an associative algebra that is analogous to the 
universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra. The method we shall give 
for determining the structure group of quadratic Jordan algebras of the 
form X’(&, J) will be based on our definition of the structure group in 
terms of isotopes and a result due to McCrimmon (see Section 3) giving 
the relation between the special universal envelope of a quadratic 
Jordan algebra and an isotope of such an algebra. The special universal 
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envelope for certain classes of quadratic Jordan algebras Z(&‘, J) were 
determined by Jacobson and Rickart in [18] and these results were 
generalized by Martindale in [26]. A somewhat modified version of 
Martindale’s theorem will be given below. This combined with 
McCrimmon’s theorem will give quite explicit results in a number of 
important cases of quadratic Jordan algebras of the form &Y(&‘, J). 
The cases we shall treat in detail in this paper are the algebras 
z(d, J) where (,Qe, J) is simple Artinian with involution (in Section 6) 
and where (&, J) is finite dimensional central simple (in Section 7). 
In the latter case the structure group coincides with the group of bijective 
linear transformations having the generic norm as seminvariant. These 
groups were determined by the author in the characteristic # 2 case 
in [ 1 l] (see also [lo]) using an argument on Galois descent. The present 
method does not require this and is also applicable to a number of cases 
in characteristic two. These results constitute an extensive generalization 
of a classical theorem of Frobenius [4] determining the group of bijective 
linear transformations 7 of the space of n x n matrices over a field such 
that 
det ~(a) = p det a. 
Frobenius showed that these maps have one of the two forms 
(1) 
x-bxc or x + btxc (2) 
where b and c are invertible matrices and 1x denotes the transpose of X. 
In this paper we have sought to emphasize the associative aspects of 
the theory. In line with this we have given an account of the theory of 
generic norms for the algebras Z(&, J), (&, J) finite dimensional 
central simple that is almost completely independent of the general 
theory developed in [15] and [25]. 
The results on structure groups have analogues for Lie algebras. 
One obtains a definition of the structure Lie algebra using a standard 
method for defining the Lie algebra of an algebraic group (see, for 
example, [28]). Th is makes use of quadratic Jordan algebras over com- 
mutative rings of dual numbers and gives a justification for studying 
algebras over commutative rings as we shall do in this paper. 
We remark finally that structure groups and Lie algebras play an 
important role in the applications of the Jordan theory For example, 
these arise as groups of bijective linear transformations which stabilize 
homogeneous domains of positivity [20]. Also the structure groups of 
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the so-called exceptional simple Jordan algebras are forms of Lie groups 
of type E, [3, 9, lo]. 
1. JORDAN ALGEBRAS AND QUADRATIC JORDAN ALGEBRAS 
One of the main purposes of the Jordan theory is to provide an 
adequate framework for dealing in an intrinsic fashion with the sets of 
symmetric elements of associative algebras with involution. The Jordan 
algebras defined by such sets are the ones we shall consider in this paper. 
The types of problems that will concern us are interesting also for other 
classes of Jordan algebras, notably, exceptional ones, which are inti- 
mately related with some of the exceptional Lie groups, and Jordan 
algebras defined by quadratic forms, which are related to Clifford 
algebras. These have been treated elsewhere [16, 23, 24, 271 and will 
therefore be omitted from the present discussion. 
We deal with algebras in the most general sense: algebras over a 
commutative ring tz-always assumed to have a unit. K-modules are 
assumed to be left and unital, that is, IX = x for all X. Associative 
algebras are assumed to have units, subalgebras contain the unit and 
homomorphisms map 1 into 1. By an associutiwe algebra with involution 
we mean a pair (&, J) w  h ere ~2 is an associative algebra and J is an 
involution in s?, that is, J is a map a -+ a* of & into itself such that 
(a+b)*=a*+b*, (cuz)*=au*, CdEh 
(&I)* = b*a*, .** = a. 
(3) 
The simplest nontrivial examples are the algebras ~2 = M,(k) of 
n x n matrices over k with the involution A += tA, and the algebra of 
quaternions with J as the conjugation 1 + Z. By a homomorphism q of an 
algebra with involution (&‘, J) into a second one we mean a homo- 
morphism of associative algebras which respects the involutions in the 
sense that 
T(a*) = h(4)** (4) 
The class of associative algebras with involutions with homomorphisms 
as morphisms is a category. 
Let S(zZ, J) d enote the subset of ~2 of elements that are symmetric 
in the sense that h* = h. It is clear that %(A, J) is a k-submodule of &‘. 
The Jordan theory arises when one seeks to endow z?(&‘, J) with a 
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richer algebraic structure than that of k-module. If k contains an element 
i such that 8 + * = 1 one achieves this objective by introducing the 
Jordan prodwct 
a - b = -igab + ba). 
This is bilinear and it satisfies the following two identities: 
(5) 
tZ.b=b*U (6) 
u2 * (b - u) = (a2 - b) * a. (7) 
Also 1 acts as unit for the Jordan product: 
l.a=a. (8) 
These observations lead to the definition of a (unital) Jordan algebra 
over a commutative ring k containing 9 as a k-module equipped with a 
bilinear product a . b satisfying (6) and (7) and an element 1 satisfying (8). 
Now suppose K is arbitrary. Then the Jordan product a * b is un- 
available. Experience has shown that in place of this one should base the 
Jordan theory on the product, aba which is linear in b and quadratic in a. 
It is clear that if a, b E X(&‘, J) as defined before then aba E Z(&, J). 
Moreover, if k 3 8 then we can express the Jordan product in terms of 
a6a and 1 by 
a * b = i&b + bu) = 4(ubl + lbu) = &(u + 1) 6(u + 1) - &zbu - &lbl. 
What are the basic properties of the product aba that may serve as 
the axioms for an abstract theory ? To formulate these it is somewhat 
simpler to work with the map U, : x -+ uxu in place of the product uba. 
Evidently U, is a k-endomorphism of Z(S?‘, J). Also the map 
is quadratic in the sense that 1) CT,, = c?U, , a E k, 2) U,,, s U,,, - 
U, - U, is k-bilinear. We now single out two identities on the U-map: 
u$JdJa = U” b (9) 
If V,,, is the operator defined by Va,b~ = U,,,b then 
VJJa = uavtl., ’ 
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To verify these, we note that U,U,U,x = a(b(axa)b)a and Uabax = 
(aba) X(&Z). Hence (9) holds. Also the definition of U,,, gives U,,,X = 
axb + bxa from which we obtain V,,,x = abx + xba. Hence V,,,U,x = 
ab(axa) + (axu) bu and U,V,,, = a(bux + &)a. Then (10) holds. 
It turns out that to obtain a reasonable theory we require a bit more 
than the foregoing conditions (9) and (lo), namely, certain linearizations 
of these conditions. These will be satisfied automatically if the base ring 
is a field with at least four elements, and they can be assured for an 
arbitrary base ring by assuming that (9) and (10) are maintained on 
“extension” of the base ring k. 
By an extension of the base ring k we shall mean any commutative 
associative k-algebra K. By the extension MK of a k-module M we shall 
mean K ol, M. This has a K-module structure in which c&3 @ X) = 
C+ @ x if LY, /3 E K, x E M, and we have the natural map v: x --f 1 @ x of 
M into MK, which need not be injective. Now it is easily seen that if Q is 
a quadratic map of a k-module M into a second one N, then there 
exists a unique quadratic map QK of MK into NK such that 
* +N 
“i 1 
(11) 
MKyNK 
is commutative. For a proof of this we refer to the monograph, Jacobson 
[12], which will serve as a general reference for results we shall state 
without proof or explicit reference. We recall also the well-known result 
on tensor products that ifL is a commutative algebra over K then (MK)L 
may be identified with ML where L is regarded as an algebra over k by 
defining al = (ul)Z for a E K, I EL. Then (8”)” = Q”. 
Now suppose N = End M regarded as a k-module in the usual way. 
Then we can follow the map v of End M into (End M)K by the map of 
this module into End MK such that 1 Ok A is sent into the K-endo- 
morphism 1 0’ A of MK such that (1 0’ A)( 1 Q x) = 1 @ Ax. Let 
c denote the composite of v and this map. Then given a quadratic map 
U of M into End M, there exists a unique quadratic map UK of MK into 
End MK such that we have the commutative diagram 
MAEndM 
Y 
i I 
I 
MK ok- End MK 
(12) 
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We are now ready to give the definition of a (unital) quadratic Jordan 
algebra, which is due to McCrimmon [22]: 
DEFINITION 1. Let k be an arbitrary commutative associative ring. 
Then a quadratic Jordan algebra over k is a triple ($, U, 1) where $ is 
a k-module, 1 a distinguished element of 8, and U is a map of $ into 
End, f such that 
QJl. U is quadratic 
Qj2. U1 = 1 (the identity map on J) 
QJ3. U,U,U, = UUcb (the “fundamental formula”) 
QJ4. If U,,, = U,,, - U, - U, and V,,, is defined by 
V,,,x = U,,,b then 
QJ5. If K is any extension of the base ring k and UK is the 
quadratic map of d” into End f” such that (12) is commutative then 
UK satisfies Q J3 and Q J4. 
We remark that Q J4 states that Ua,y,zb = UaUbBza. Since the right 
hand side is symmetric in b and x so is the left. Hence we obtain the 
following addendum to Q J4: 
It is clear from QJ5 and the transitivity of extension of the base ring that 
if (2, U, 1) is a quadratic Jordan algebra over k then (fK, UK, 1 @ 1) 
is a quadratic Jordan algebra over K for any extension K of k. If we 
apply Q J5 to the polynomial ring K = k[t] in an indeterminate t, and 
use the method of equating coefficients of powers oft (which can be done 
since k[t] is k-free) we can deduce from Q J3 and QJ4 for 4” four 
additional identities Q J6-Q J9. In turn these can be used to derive QJ5. 
In this way one obtains a set of intrinsic conditions Q Jl-Q J4, Q 16-Q J9 
defining quadratic Jordan algebras. However, because of the rather 
complicated form of Q]6-QJ9 it is generally preferable to work with 
the first definition. 
A homomorphism 77 of a quadratic Jordan algebra (y, U, 1) into a 
second one (y’, u’, 1’) is a k-module homomorphism of # into $’ 
such that 
T(1) = 1’3 qua = u,bz,% aE/. (13) 
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If we write axa for Uax, the second condition is 7 (axa) = 7(a) 7(x) 7(u). 
An immediate consequence of the second condition is 7 U,,, = I?II~(~),-(~)~ 
for all a, b E f. On the other hand, suppose G = (ui> is a set of generators 
for $ as k-module and 7 is a module homomorphism of $ into $’ 
such that 
for all ui , ui E G. Then it is clear that 7 is a homomorphism of quadratic 
Jordan algebras of $ into f’. It follows that if 7 is a homomorphism 
of 2 into $’ and K is an extension of K then the K homomorphism 
7K of 2” into f’” such that ~“(1 @ x) = 1 @ 7(x) is a homomorphism 
of quadratic Jordan algebras. 
If &’ is an associative algebra, & gives rise to a quadratic Jordan 
algebra &‘+ = (&, U, 1) where 1 is the unit of SZ? and U, is the map 
x --t axa. It is clear that U: a ---f U, is a quadratic map of LZ? into End ~2 
(as k-module). We have U, = 1 and we have seen that QJ3 and QJ4 
hold. Also QJS is clear since U$ is x’ -+ a’xa’ in dK. 
If (@‘, J) is an associative algebra with involution, then the set X(SZZ, J) 
of symmetric elements (h * = h) is a subalgebra of &+ in the sense that 
it is a k-submodule containing 1 and every U,b for a, b E S = Z(&, J). 
There is a useful trick which permits viewing the quadratic Jordan 
algebras &+ as algebras of symmetric elements. Given an associative 
algebra SZZ we form the algebra a = & @ &‘O where do is the opposite 
algebra. Then 9 is the set of pairs (x, y), X, y f &, with the usual k- 
module structure and the multiplication 
The “exchange” map E: (x, y) + (y, x) is an involution in g and 
S(W, E) is the set of elements (x, x). It is clear that x -+ (x, x) is an 
isomorphism of LXZ+ onto &(a, E). 
The roles of one sided ideals of the associative theory are played by 
inner and outer ideals in quadratic Jordan algebras. A k-submodule X 
of $ is called an inner (outer) ideal if bxb (xbx) E X fore very b E X, 
x E f. Unlike the situation in the associative theory the two Jordan 
concepts differ sharply from each other since abu is linear in one of its 
arguments and quadratic in the other. A subset X which is both an 
inner and an outer ideal is called an ideal in j. 
The concept of a quadratic Jordan algebra reduces to that of a Jordan 
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algebra if k 3 Q. If 3 is a Jordan algebra, then 9 defines a quadratic 
Jordan algebra (f, U, 1) in which U, = 2La2 - L,z where L, is 
x -+ a . x and a2 = a . a. On the other hand, if ($, U, 1) is a quadratic 
Jordan algebra over k 3 3 we obtain a Jordan algebra in which a * b = 
$z 0 b and a 0 b = V,b, V, = U,,, (which turns out to be also V,,, and 
V,,,). The two constructions are inverses and homomorphisms mean 
the same things for the two types of structures. All of this will seem 
plausible if we observe that for L-Z?+, &’ associative, then 
U,b = aba = &{a(ab + ba) + (ab + ba) a - (ash + ba2)) 
= 2u . (u . b) - u2 . b = (2La2 - L,z)b 
and a o b = ab + bu so a . b = &z o b. 
2. STRUCTURE GROUP. ISOTOPY 
The definition (13) of a homomorphism of a quadratic Jordan algebra 
and the so-called fundamental formula Uvb, = U,U,U, suggest the 
consideration of k-endomorphisms 7 of a quadratic Jordan algebra f 
such that there exists a k-endomorphism 7* satisfying 
u n(a) - 7 a7 - u * 3 UE$. (14) 
It is clear that if the pairs (T, T*), (4, 5*) have this property, then so does 
(75, 5*7*). Also if 7 and 7” are bijective, then (7-l, (7*)-l) satisfies (14). 
Hence the set of k-module automorphisms of f for which a k-module 
automorphism 7” exists satisfying (14) is a transformation group. This 
group has been introduced by Koecher (in a more special situation, [20] 
and [2]) and called the structuregroup of $. We shall denote it as Str y. 
Using (13) it is clear that any automorphism is contained in Str f. 
Hence the group of automorphisms Aut 2 C Str 2. It is immediate 
from (14) that Aut $ can be characterized as the isotropy group of the 
element 1 in Str f, that is, the subgroup of Str f of 7 such that 
7( 1) = 1. It is clear also that for an automorphism 7 we have 7* = 7-l. 
We proceed to define some other elements of Str f. We recall that 
an element c of a quadratic Jordan algebra (#, U, 1) is called GzvertibZe 
if there exists a d in $ such that U,d = c, UCd2 = 1 where d2 = U,l. 
If f = .B?+, ~2 associative, this reads cdc = c, cd2c = 1 which is 
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equivalent to c being invertible in & with d = c-l. It is easy to show 
that c is invertible if and only if UC is bijective and if and only if 1 is in 
the range of UC. The inverse d is uniquely determined as d = U;‘c. 
Denoting the inverse of c as c-l we have U;’ = UC-, and c-r is invertible 
with (c-l)-l = c. Also cdc = U,d is invertible if and only if c and d are 
invertible, in which case (cdc)-l = c-‘d-lc-l. The formula UUC, = 
U,U,U, for invertible c shows that UC E Str f with UC* = UC . The 
subgroup of Str f generated by these maps is called the inner structure 
group and will be denoted as Instr $. Since U;’ = UC-, it is clear that 
Instr ,$ is the set of products UC, a** UC , ci invertible in 8. By (14), 
we have T* = ~-lU,(l) and U,,cl) = ~7% is invertible. Hence T( 1) is 
invertible. Moreover, we have U,,(,) = 7Uaq* = qUmy-lU,,(l) for any 
7 E Str 2. If c is invertible UncC) = qUCq-lU,,(l) implies that q(c) is 
invertible. Then 7UCq-l = UncC) UV(l) implies that Instr 2 is a normal 
subgroup of Str 2. 
The formula r* = 7-l Uncl) now shows that if v E Str ,$ then 7)” E 
Str 3. If 5 E Str 9 then 75 E Str f and (qc)(~C)* = Unr(l) = ~tJ~(~)q*= 
~ct*q*. Hence (q{)* = 5 *7j*. Since (q*)* = (q-lU,(lj)* = Uqi,clj(7j*)-1 = 
Un(l)U;i,v = 7 we see that 7 -+ y* is an antiautomorphism of Str f 
with square the identity map. Then the map 7 + 4 E (7*)-l = (7-r)* 
is an automorphism of Str $ with square the identity. Since q* = 
T-~U~W , ii = u%rl and s ince Aut f is the isotropy subgroup of 1 in 
Str y it is clear that Aut ,# is contained in the subgroup of Str f of 
elements fixed under the automorphism 77 + 4. 
Now suppose 2 = & f, ~2 associative. Then it is clear that any 
automorphism or anti-automorphism of & is an automorphism of &+, 
and there are a number of results in the literature that assert that for 
certain & all the automorphisms of &+ are obtained in this way. The 
earliest result of this kind is that this holds for finite dimensional central 
simple algebras. This was proved by Ancochea [l] for characteristic 
# 2 and by Kaplansky [ 191 f or arbitrary characteristic. A similar result 
for arbitrary division algebras is due to Hua [7] and this was extended 
to rings without zero divisors f 0 by Jacobson and Rickart [17]. The 
most general result of this sort is due to Herstein [5] and [6]: If & is a 
prime algebra then any automorphism of G?+ is either an automorphism 
or anti-automorphism of ~2. 
We have seen that if r] E Str 2 then ~(1) is invertible. On the other 
hand, if c is an invertible element of & then the multiplications cL : 
x -+ cx and cR : x---t xc are k-automorphisms of & and, since U,..,x = 
caxca and cLUacRx = caxca, cL E Str xZ+ and cL* = cR . It is clear from 
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these results and the fact that Aut &+ is the isotropy subgroup of 1 in 
Str &‘+ that 
Str d+ = dL Aut d+ (15) 
where &, is the set of left multiplication cL , c invertible in &. Hence, 
by Herstein’s theorem, we have 
THEOREM 1. If A@ is a prime associative algebra then Str &‘+ is the 
set of maps c,q where c is invertible in JS! and 71 is either an automorphism or 
anti-automorphism of d. 
The problem of determining the structure groups of quadratic 
Jordan algebras X’(&, J) where (d, J) . is an associative algebra with 
involution is considerably more difficult than the one we have just 
considered. We shall now give an alternative definition of Str $ which 
will permit us to solve this in a number of important cases. 
We shall base the second definition on a concept of isotopy which we 
proceed to define. This has an associative background which we consider 
first. Let & be an associative algebra, c an invertible element of &. We 
define a c-product in &’ by xcy = xcy. This is associative and c-l acts 
as unit. Hence we have a new associative algebra &‘tc) which is the 
k-module & with the c-multiplication and unit c-l. We call this the 
c-isotope of &‘. The left multiplication cL is an isomorphism of &tc) 
onto .& since this is a k-module automorphism sending c-l into 1 and 
satisfying cL(x,y) = cxcy = (c~x)(c~~). The U-map defined by a in 
,Oatr) is iYe) = U,,U, since UjF’x = a,x,a = acxca = U,U,x. Then 
&P)+ is (d, uu, ) c-l). 
We now try to do the same thing for arbitrary quadratic Jordan 
algebras. Let c be an invertible element of $ = (3, Uj 1). Put Up’ = 
U,UC , a E f. It is easily seen that 
J&(C) = ($, U(C), c-1) (16) 
is a quadratic Jordan algebra. We call this the c-isotope of f. Since d is 
invertible in f if and only if U, is bijective, d is invertible in $Qc) if 
and only if 72, (c) = U,U, is bijective, hence if and only if d is invertible 
in y(@. In this case we can form the d-isotope of the c-isotope $@I. We 
denote this as $tc)td) and observe that ITIP)(~) = Up’ Uy’ = U,U,U,U, = 
vJJU,d - Also U,d is invertible. It follows that y(c)(d) = $tcdc). Clearly 
y(r) = f and it is easily seen that # is the c+ = (t-1)2-isotope of $tc). 
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Unlike the situation for associative algebras, it is easy to give examples 
of isotopes of Jordan algebras which are not isomorphic [II, p. 611. 
We now give the following 
DEFINITION 2. Let ($, U, I) and (j’, U’, 1’) be quadratic Jordan 
algebras. Then a map 71 of 2 into $’ is called an isotopy if q is an 
isomorphism of $ onto some isotope $‘cc’) of f’. If such a map exists 
then f and f’ are called isotopic (or isotopes). 
Using 77 = 1 we see that f(C) and $ are isotopic. It is clear also that 
isomorphic algebras are isotopic. The definition of isotopy gives 
~(1) = c’-l and TU, = U’(“) n(a) 7 (cf. (13)). Hence we have 7 U, = 
Ui(,,UArq and so 
U’ AZ) = 7vz7*, aE$, (17) 
where T* = 7-l( Ui,)-'. Conversely, suppose 7 is a K-module isomorphism 
of $ onto j’ such that there exists a K-module isomorphism 7* of 3 
onto $ satisfying (17). Th en c is invertible in 2 if and only if 7(c) is 
invertible in $‘. In particular, q( 1) is invertible in $‘. Write c’ = T( 1)-l. 
ThenT7* = U~,-l=(U$-' andq*=v-l U&. Hence? U,= U&,U~q= 
U'("' ’ and so 7 is an isomorphism of f onto the c’-isotope 9’. We s(a) 7 
therefore have the following alternative definition of isotopy: A map r] 
of $ into f’ is an isotopy if and only if 7 is a k-module isomorphism of f 
onto f’ such that there exists a K-module isomorphism q* of f’ onto f 
satisfying (17). Th is g ives the following alternative definition of Koecher’s 
structure group. 
DEFINITION 3. The structzlre group of $ = ($, U, 1) is the group 
of isomorphisms of f onto the various isotopes of $. 
It is this definition that we shall exploit in considering the problem 
of determining Str #(@‘, J), (&, J) an associative algebra with 
involution. 
3. SPECIAL UNIVERSAL ENVELOPES 
We have a functor from the category of associative algebras to the 
category of quadratic Jordan algebras, which maps an associative algebra 
& into the quadratic Jordan algebra &+ and a homomorphism of & 
into the same map of &‘+, which is a homomorphism of this quadratic 
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Jordan algebra. This functor has an adjoint which we proceed to define. 
For this purpose we introduce the following terminology. If ($, U, 1) is 
a quadratic Jordan algebra then we call a homomorphism of f into an 
algebra ,Qe+, SS! associative, an associative specialization of & in A?. We 
define a special universal envelope of j to be a pair (S(f), o,,) where 
S(2) is an associative algebra and uu is an associative specialization off 
in S(2) such that if u is any associative specialization of # then there 
exists a unique homomorphism 5 (of associative algebras) such that 
is commutative. If such a universal envelope exists it is unique up to 
isomorphism in the strong sense that if (S(2)‘, gU’) is another one then 
there exists a unique isomorphism 5 of S($) onto S($)’ such that 
I$, = au’. One can easily construct a special universal envelope in a 
manner similar to the construction of the universal enveloping algebra 
of a Lie algebra or the Clifford algebra of a quadratic form. Given 6, con- 
sider the tensor algebra defined by $ as K-module: 
where all the tensor products are taken with respect to k. We have the 
obvious associative multiplication and unit in T($) (1 E k is the unit 
and (x1 0 -*a 0 4(x7+1 Q *-- Q x8) = x1 Q -*- Q x, , xi E 8). We now 
factor out the ideal X of T(2) generated by 18 - 1, where 1, now 
denotes the unit of $ and 1 is the unit of k, and all the elements of the 
form a @ b 0 a - U,b, a, b 6 2. Put S(g) = T($)/Z and au(a) = 
a + X, a E 2. Then it is readily seen that (S(2), oU) is a special 
universal envelope for (d, U, 1). 
S(j) is generated by the image u,(f) and S(j) has a unique involu- 
tion rr called its main involution which is characterized by the property 
that r(uJa)) = u,(a), ‘f 1 a E f. In other words, we have u,~$) C 
&‘(S($), 7r) and r is determined by this property. We have the usual 
functorial property of (S(y), uU) that if v is a homomorphism of 
($, U, I) into ($‘, u’, 1’) and (S(f), uU) and (S(y), a,‘) are special 
607/20/2-2 
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universal envelopes for 2 and 9’ respectively, then we have a unique 
homomorphism of associative algebras such that 
is commutative. In fact, Q is a homomorphism of associative algebra 
with involution of (S(x), 7r) into (S( $‘), v’), r’ the main involution in 
S(f). The maps B --f S(2), rl -+ yU define the adjoint functor of the 
functor S? -+ LZ?+, 5 -+ 5 from the category of associative algebras to that 
of quadratic Jordan algebras. It is clear from functorial considerations 
that if 7 is an isomorphism of $ onto 8’ then ?lU is an isomorphism of 
S(g) onto S(,#‘). 
A quadratic Jordan algebra is called special if it is isomorphic to a 
subalgebra of some &’ +, &’ associative. Evidently, 4 is special if it 
has an injective associative specialization. It follows that 2 is special if 
and only if the associative specialization uU of 2 in S(g) is injective. 
We have seen that u,(j) C X(S($), n); 2 will be called rejZexive if 
u&F) = P(S(g), n). On the other hand, we shall call an associative 
algebra with involution perfect if .& and the injection map of X(LZZ, J) 
in d constitute a special universal envelope of X(d, J). This is equi- 
valent to the condition that any associative specialization has a unique 
extension to a homomorphism of the associative algebra s?‘. It is clear 
that in this case S(.&‘, J) is s p ecial and reflexive. It is clear also that if $ 
is special and reflexive then (S(y), ZT) is perfect. 
We shall obtain next a determination of a special universal envelope 
of an isotope of # in terms of (S(2), uU). We observe first that if 7 is 
a homomorphism of (3, U, 1) into (b’, U’, 1’) and c is an invertible 
element of $ then C’ = v(c) is invertible in $’ and ~(c-l) = c’-l. 
Moreover, if X, y E f then 
Hence 7 is a homomorphism of #cc) into y’cc)‘, c’ = q(c). We recall 
also that if d is an invertible element of an associative algebra XZ’ then 
the d-isotope of &+ is Joz (a)+ where &‘(d) is the d-isotope of the associative 
algebra &. Combining these two results we see that if u is an associative 
specialization of $ in & then u is an associative specialization of $tc) in 
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d(d), d = u(c). We can now prove the following result which is due to 
McCrimmon (unpublished). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (S(g), a,) b e a special universal envelope for 
3 = (f, U, I), c an invertible element of $. Then (S(f), o~((c)~oJ is a 
special universal envelope for the isotope fc). 
Proof. Let u be an associative specialization of $cc) in d. Then u is 
an associative specialization of 2 = Y(C)@) in JC(~-~)). Hence there 
is a unique homomorphism [ of S($) into JzZ(~(~-*)) such that u = &J, . 
Moreover, < is a homomorphism of the associative isotope S(j)(Ou(c)) 
into &4(O(C-*)),(CO,(C)) = _J(O(C-2)),(O(C)) = &(O(C-e)O(C)O(C-2))e Since (7 is a 
homomorphism of y(C) into .&‘+ and c-l is the unit of $@) we have 
“(cc’) = 1. Also 
*(C-y u(c) *(c-2) = u(U,‘c-ic) = u( UJJ,c) = u( u;“ucc, 
= u( U;‘c) = “(c-l) = 1. 
Thus zz?(“(~-2~u(c)0(~-2~) = JXZ and 5 is a homomorphism of S($)(Ou(c)) into JJ?. 
We recall that o%(c)~ is an isomorphism of S(y)(OJc)) onto S(f). Since 
crU is an associative specialization of 9 in S(g) it is also an associative 
specialization of $(c) in S($)(O*(c)). Hence CJ(((C)~U~~ is an associative 
specialization of y(C) in S(2). We have 
u = [u, = S’a,(c)La, 
where 5’ = [Ok;’ is a homomorphism of S(g) into JZZ. To show 
that 5’ is unique it suffices to show that uU(c) o%(y) generates S(j). 
Now *u(c) *u($) contains u,(c) = u%(c) u,(l) and it contains 
*u(c) *u(~c-4 = u,(c) u,,(c)-l a,(a) aJc)-l = uU(a) a,(~)-~ for every 
a E 3. Then oU(c) u,(f) contains O,(Y) and since o%(B) generates 
S(2) so does uU(c) u,(j). We h ave therefore proved that given an 
associative specialization u of $cc) in & there exists a unique homo- 
morphism 5’ of S(z) into &’ such that u = ~‘(T~~(c)~u~ . Hence 
(S(y), ~~(c)~~~u) is a special universal envelope for f@). 
4. APPLICATIONS TO STRUCTURE GROUPS 
Let r) E Str 3, so 9 is an isomorphism of $ onto the isotope $(c) 
where c = 7(1)-r. Since (S(y), uU c LuU is a special universal envelope ( ) ) 
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for y(C) we have a unique automorphism vu of S($) such that 
f---“--- jzc’ 
0” 
1 1 
O”(C)L% 
WY - 
l)” 
SV) 
is commutative. Hence if we put 
we have 
hdJJ4 = 4h?7)(x)>), XEf. (20) 
Now apply the main involution ?T to this equation. Since ncrU(x) = uU(x), 
x E $, this gives 
(~u>(uu(x)> = ((w)(x)> d = d-‘Kwdx)) d = d-Yh~&&W 
Thus for the two anti-automorphisms 7rqU and vU7r and the inner auto- 
morphism Id : a + da&1 of S(j) we have (qUn)( y) = (IdnqU)(y) for all 
y E u&P). Since u,(y) generates S(dp) we have the relation 
(yu ) 77) = Qp?$Tf = Id. (21) 
Next suppose (XI, J) is an associative algebra with involution and let 
5 be an automorphism of JY such that ({, J) = IJ<-‘J is an inner 
automorphism by an invertible element d of 2’ = %‘(J@‘, J): 
@I, I) = Id 9 dEsf’. (22) 
Then we claim that the map 
that is, the restriction to 3 of x ---t d-lc(x), is in Str #. First, if x E 3?, 
then v(x)* = (d-YJx))* = <(x)*&r = d-11&(x) = d-1 {J(x) = 
d-l l(x) = rl(x). H ence q(x) E X. A similar calculation shows that 
I;-l(dx) E Z for x E 2. Clearly, the maps x -+ d-r t;(x) and x --t c-l(&) 
are inverses. Hence 7 is a I+automorphism of Z. 
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Moreover, if x, y E G%? then 
rl Uzlrl-lUd-lx = q U,,,-l d-lx d-l = 7 Ug<-1(x d-l) 
= ~(y[-l(x d-l)y) = d-‘[(y[-‘(x d-l)y) 
= d-W) x d-Y(Y) = 4~) XT(Y) = unw- 
Thus UnlIl) = 7 Uy~* where T* = 7-l U,-, . This is the condition that 
7 E Str #. Note also that 9 = (7*)-l = Udv = dR<. Hence for 7 as 
in (23) we have 
r]* = ,-ld,lI&‘. (24) 
We remark that the element d in (22) can be replaced by d’ = yd 
where y is any invertible element in Z n %, V the center of ~2. More- 
over, this is the only alteration that can be made in d, that is, if (c, d) and 
([, d’), d’ E 2, sa is y t t f h e stated conditions then d’ = yd where y is an 
invertible element of L%? n V. Replacing d by d’ changes 7 to y;rq. 
In particular, we see that if y is any invertible element of Z r\ V then 
is in Str 3. 
X-+YX (25) 
As a special case we now take 5 = 19-I : a -+g-1 ug, g any invertible 
element of ~2. Then 
(5.P.l)~ = g-‘(g-l)* ag*g 
and (22) holds for 5 = IQ-, and any element yg*g where y is an invertible 
element of ~8 n %Z. This gives the map 
in Str Z. 
$2 -+ %*x&Y (26) 
Now suppose ,$ = (2, U, 1) is a special Jordan algebra. Then we 
can identify 2 with the subalgebra uU($) of S($)+ and so we may 
assume a, is the injection map of $ in S($). In this case we see that any 
7 E Str f has the form x + d-1 c(x) where 5 and d satisfy the stated 
conditions. On the other hand, if d is any invertible element of $ and 5 
is an automorphism of S(y) such that (5, rr) = Id and dF1c maps $ onto 
$ then d;J’ 5 1 f is in Str f. For, we have seen that 7 = 
d? 5 I ~(%a 4 is in Str Z and since v* = 7-l U,-, maps the 
subalgebra $ of Z onto itself, 7 1 $ is in Str y. Hence d;l 5 1 # is 
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in Str 2. If 2 is reflexive as well as special, so f = &?(S(y, .rr), then 
Str 9 is the set of maps dil c 1 J where d is an invertible element of $ 
and 5 is an automorphism of S(y) such that (c, n) = Id . It is somewhat 
more convenient to state this last result in terms of perfect associative 
algebras with involution. We summarize these results in 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 2 be a special quadratic Jordan algebra and 
identify 2 with its image in S($). Then Str $ is the set of maps d;l 5 / f 
such that d is an invertible element of f and 5 is an automorphism of S(y) 
such that (<, rr) = Id and d;lc maps y onto $. 2. If (&, J) is a perfect 
associative algebra with involution then Str 2 for 2 = Z(d, J) is the 
set of maps d;l < j S where 5 is an automorphism of &’ and d is an invertible 
element of 3? such that <J{-lJ = Id . 
We also have the following 
COROLLARY. 1. Let 3 and S(j) b e as in Theorem 2 and assume that 
every automorphism of S(gP) is inner. Then Str x is the set of maps 
7: x -+ m(g) xg where g is an invertible element of S(y), y an invertible 
element of V n $, %? the center of S($) and 7 maps $ onto 3. 2. Let 
(s.z?, J) be a perfect associative algebra with involution such that every 
automorphism of & is inner. Then Str Z for S = X(x2, J) is the set 
of maps x -+ yg” xg where g is an invertible element of ZZ? and y is an 
invertible element of V n X, %? the center of d. 
We shall now derive the most comprehensive result on perfection of 
an associative algebra with involution. This is due to Martindale in [26] 
and generalizes an earlier result by the present author and Rickart [18]. 
We shall formulate this in a somewhat different fashion than Martindale, 
in that our main hypothesis will be in the form of a purely Jordan 
condition on X(&, J).’ 
5. MARTINDALE’S THEOREM 
We consider first the analogue for quadratic Jordan algebras of the 
classical two sided Peirce decomposition of an associative algebra &. 
An element e of a quadratic Jordan algebra $ is called idempotent if 
ea(= U,l) = e and the idempotents e and f are orthogonal if U,f = 
1 A similar result has been obtained independently by B. D. Smith in [29]. 
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Ufe = e 0 f = 0. If 2 = &‘+ then idempotent means idempotent in &’ 
and orthogonality amounts to the conditions: efe = fef = ef + fe = 0 
which are immediately seen to be equivalent to orthogonality in d(ef = 
0 = fe). Let e, , e2 ,..., e, be orthogonal idempotents in 3 such that 
1 = zeei. Then it is easily seen that the n(n + 1)/2 endomorphisms 
G, 7 q?$, 3 i # j, are orthogonal idempotents whose sum is the identity 
map. Hence we obtain the Peirce decomposition 
If # = M’+ th e e are orthogonal idempotents in &‘, and we have the ,j 
two sided Peirce decomposition & = @ dij , dij = ei &ej . Since 
~ii = Uei&’ = ei &‘ei and &ij = 7Jej,+& = (eiaej + ejaei j a E &> for 
i + j it is clear that in this case 
Ai = 4s 7 fij = J&j + J& . (28) 
Suppose next that we have an associative algebra with involution 
(~2, f) and we have n orthogonal idempotents ei , 1 < i < n, in 
A“ = X(&, J) such that C ei = 1. Then we have the Peirce decompo- 
sition $F = eio Zij and Xii = J& n 2, Xii = (dij + J&) n 2 
where &ii = ei &ej . Since ei” = ei, -“l’ij = pi. It follows that 
A$ = {fqj + a; 1 aij E dij} if i# i. (2% 
We shall now assume that for every i, j, i # j, ei and ej are interconnected 
in the sense that there exist elements hiA E ~‘j and elements hii E ~ij 
such that 
Writing hij = az + a:j* we obtain Uh2jht = (a:j + a:$ ht(aij + a$ = 
a?.h.^a:j* . Hence the interconnectedness condition is equivalent to the 23 3 
existence of a$j E ~ij and hj” E 2 n &$ such that 
for all i #j. In the foregoing calculations we have used the standard 
multiplication properties of the two sided Peirce components dij : 
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Now (31) implies that ei E ~&&&Jz& C JX&QZ’~ so J;l’ii = e&& C z&&+z& C 
&dji . Hence &t&i = A& and &ik = e+& C J&G’& = J&A&Q& C 
S&Z& . Hence the first relation in (32) can be replaced by 
dija?jk = dik (33) 
when we have interconnected ei E S. 
We can now state 
MARTINDALE’S THEOREM. Let (XI, J) be an associutke algebra with 
involution such that 2 = *(a~‘, J) contains n >, 2 interconnected 
orthogonal idempotents e, such that C ei = 1. Then (al, J) is perfect if 
either n > 3 or n = 2 and Zi = SP n ei @‘eigenerutes ei &ei for i = 1,2. 
We shall sketch the proof. We have to show that if u is an associative 
specialization of &Y into an associative algebra &? then 0 has a unique 
extension to a homomorphism 5 of &’ into 99. Now A6 generates A?, 
since the subalgebra J# generated by SF contains every uij = ei(uii + a$), 
utj E tiij for i # j. Thus &’ 3 &ij , i # j and hence ~2’ 3 A& = &ij~i 
so JZJ” = &. It is now clear that if an extension 5 exists then it is unique. 
We now proceed to construct an extension 5. We observe first that 
iffi = a(eO then the fi are orthogonal idempotents of SY+ with C fi = 1. 
Hence these are orthogonal idempotents in 98 with C fi = 1 and we 
have the associative Peirce decomposition 
c%=@Oij, c%cj = f@fj *  (34) 
Evidently (T maps ~ii = Ue,++ into 7JfiS9 = g<i and Zii = Ue’ei,e,Z 
into Ufi,f,~ = SJ’ii + ~ji for z + j. Let xii E&!j, i #j. Then xii + X$ E 
Xii and u(xij + ~6) = Yij + yji where yij E S?ij, yji E 9Yjd are uniquely 
determined. Hence we can define a map &j : &i ---t 9ii by sii(xij) = yip . 
This is a k-homomorphism and 
u(Xij + xt) = 5dxij) + ki(xZ), i # i. (35) 
One can prove next by straightforward calculations the following 
relations for xii E zzZfj , yi E A& etc. with i, j, k f: 
a(xijxji + X&+i*i) = &j(Q) Sji(Si) + lij(xZ> 5ji(x:) 
Sik(xi5xj?c) = Cidxi5) Si?Ax5k) (37) 
Sii(Yixii) = 4.Yi) SU(xi5)7 Sdxi5Y5) = Sidxii> 4Y5) (38) 
u(XijX:) = Sti(xij) ki(xi*i)- (39) 
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The first of these is obtained by applying u to the equation 
(Xii + x;> 0 (Xj< + xi) = (XijXjj + x:x;, + (XjiXij + x:x;, 
and using (35). The others are obtained in a similar fashion from the 
relations (xii + x6) 0 (X~,Q + x&) = XiiXik + x&kx$ , yi o (xij + 3;) = 
yix$j + x$Yi ,Yj ’ (xij + xr> = xijYj + Y jXi*j ) (Xii + Xij) ej(Xij + X~) = 
xijxTi . Also, applying (T to (30) with I& = aij yields 
We now assume n 3 3 and we proceed to define a k-homomorphism 
tii of ~ii into ~ii . For this purpose we choose j # i and use the fact 
that ~ii = S&&C&$ to write any element of J& as z., XrjXj”a , X$ E dij , 
xj”i E J& . Then we define &,(C xi”jxj”i) = C Z&(x$ &(@. To see that 
this is well defined we have to show that if C xfjxj”i = 0 then 
C Sij(xZj) tjiCxTi) = O* 
For this, we multiply x XzjXj”i on the right by 6!ik E J& where k # i, j 
and apply tix. . By (37) we obtain 
Cu ‘&(xG) ‘$i(Xj”i) &k(%k) = 0 
for all a$, E && . Then if we use (40) with j replaced by k we obtain 
C, tij(xrj) Sji(x>)fi = 0 and since C &(xi”j) [ji(xTi) E sir this implies 
c 5&j) Sji(Xf;i) = 0. w  e now have our k-homomorphism [ii of J& 
into ail and it is clear from its definition that 
iiih4 = S&ii) L(%> (41) 
for the j # i we have chosen. We show next that 5zi is independent of 
the choice ofj + i. Let k # i, j and let & be defined by k so that we have 
c;i(xikxkf) = &k(Xik) tki(Xki)- We have ‘&i(xijxjkxki) = &j(Q) &i(xjkxki) = 
C&(%~> &k(xjk) ckdxki) and &(x&kxki) = &k(XijXjk) cki(xki> = 
hjtxdj) &ktXjk) lki@ki)* s ince dii = ~.3~k~~i this implies that tii = [ii 
and hence we have (41) for all i, j. 
Now let 5 be the k-homomorphism of SZZ into 9 such that 5 ) S& = i& 
for all i, j. Then [(xiix,i) = <(xii) c(xii) if i # j and [(x&k) = C(Q) 5(x,,) 
if i, j, k f. Using the fact that J& = &&&& one sees that {(x&,) = 
t;(x<i) C(Q), S(Xijxjj) = <(xii) C(Q) and C(xiiYdJ = t;(xii> C(YS& It is clear 
from these relations and &i#Jkz = 0, g,ijgkl = 0 if j # k that 5 is 
multiplicative. NOW let yi E Z$ . Then ~YZ) = ~YJA = C 4rd x 
Lj(a&> o(hjd) Cji(&i*) = CA Lj(Yi4j) Cji(J+$) = ~(CA Yi4jQi) = 
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S(yiei) = %(yJ. <(xii + x$) = &(xij> + &(x5) = u(xii + x$) we see 
that 5 coincides with u on X. Then [(I) = 1 and 5 is a homomorphism 
of X which extends 0. 
Now assume n = 2 and Zii generates G& for i = 1,2. Suppose we 
have a relation of the form C m = 0 where each m is a product k,k, --- k, 
where all the k’s are in Pii . Let m’ = o(k,) a(k,) **a o(kj). Then for any 
Uij gdii we have x m’L&(qj) = C &(kl **. k,aij) (by repeated application 
of (38)) = &((C m)czii) = 0. Th en it follows from (40) that C m’fi = 0 
so 1 m’ = 0. This implies that we have a homomorphism cii of JZZ& as 
algebra with unit ei into 9Yii as algebra with unitfi such that cii coincides 
with (J on &$ . Now let 5 be the k-homomorphism of & into g which 
is cii on yi”,, and &. on GZ& for i # j. Then it is easily seen that [ is a 
homomorphism of CQe into 9# which extends cr. 
There are two important cases of Martindale’s theorem which we 
shall now consider. First, let (9, j) be an associative algebra with in- 
volution j: d + a and let M,(B) be the algebra of n x n matrices with 
entries in 9. Let ci , 1 < i < n, b e invertible elements of Z(9, j) and 
put C = diag{c, , c2 ,..., c,) the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries ci . 
Then C defines a canonical involution J = Jc in ~2 = Mm(g) which is 
X + X* = CtXC-l where ‘X denotes transpose of X = (~ij) for 
X = (xii). If eij is the usual (i, j)-matrix unit then e$ = cjci’eji . Hence 
ei = eii and eij + cic;‘ej, E 2. The ei are orthogonal idempotents such 
that C ei = 1 and if i # j then eij E & = ei &ej and ei = eije& . 
Hence the ei are interconnected and so Martindale’s theorem applies if 
n > 2. It is easily seen that the supplementary condition for 1z = 2 in 
the theorem is satisfied if and only if 9 is generated by X(9, j). 
Now let & be an associative algebra, let do denote the opposite 
algebra and put 9J’ = JX? @ do. We have the exchange involution E: 
(x, y) -+ (y, x) in a and %(.9#‘, E) is isomorphic to &+. It is easy to 
translate the hypotheses on Z(XZ, J) of Martindale’s theorem to 
conditions on &‘. These are that A’ contain n > 2 orthogonal ei such 
that C ei = 1 and that ei E dijdji for every i #j-which is the inter- 
connectedness condition for the idempotents (ei , ei) of A?(A9, E). One 
can also formulate a condition on & which is equivalent to the supple- 
mentary condition in the n = 2 case of the theorem. We shall be in- 
terested primarily in the case in which & = M,(9) the algebra of 
n x n matrices with entries in an algebra 9. This has the orthogonal 
idempotents ei = eii and ei E dijdii . If we apply the theorem for 
n 3 3 we see that if 0 is an associative specialization of &+ then the 
map (x, X) --+ G(X) of & @ do can be extended in one and only one way 
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to a homomorphism 5 of SZ? @do. This result was first proved by 
Jacobson and Rickart in [I] who showed that it is valied also for the 
algebra &’ = M,(B). 
We remark finally that we can extend Martindale’s theorem to outer 
ideals containing 1 in quadratic Jordan algebras of the form Z’(&, J). 
It is easily seen that if k 3 4 (so we are in the situation of ordinary Jordan 
algebras) then an outer ideal is necessarily an ideal. Hence any outer ideal 
containing 1 coincides with $. This need not be the case if k $4, and 
in this case, the outer ideals containing I play an important role in the 
structure theory. If Z is an outer ideal containing 1 in 3 then % 
contains every idempotent e = U,l and if e, , e2 ,..., e, are orthogonal 
idempotents in $ such that C ei = 1 then X contains every Peirce 
submodule ~ij for i # j, since for aij E yij , i # j, Uaif,,,ei = aij . It 
follows that X has the form Ci+i ~ij + & ~ii where Xii = X n #ii . 
The proof of Martindale’s theorem carries over verbatim to prove the 
following extension: Let (&, J) b e an associative algebra with involution, 
S an outer ideal in H(A, J) containing 1 and n 3 2 interconnected 
(in X) orthogonal idempotents ei such that C ei = 1. Assume also that 
if n = 2 then Yii = X n ei &‘ei generates ei .&‘ei , i = 1, 2. Then any 
homomorphism of X into a quadratic Jordan algebra W, g associative, 
has a unique extension to a homomorphism of & into .GY. In other words, 
3” and the injection map of X in ~4 constitute a special universal 
algebra for X, which is evidently a subalgebra of S(&, J) and of .d+. 
6. SIMPLE ARTINIAN ALGEBRAS WITH INVOLUTION 
An algebra with involution (~2, J) is simple if S! contains no ideal 
3Y f 0, + A which is stabilized by 2. It is easily seen that (&, J) 
is simple if and only if either d is simple or S! = 39 @ z%* where .a is 
a simple ideal. (&, J) is called (left) artinian if ~2 is (left) artinian. The 
structure of simple artinian algebras with involution is known. There are 
three types: I .$3 @ B” where 99 = End, V, V an n-dimensional vector 
space over a division algebra d, J the exchange involution. II & = 
End, V where (rl, .i) is a division algebra with involution and J is the 
adjoint map A --f A* in End, V relative to a non-degenerate diagonal- 
izable hermitian form h. (This will be explained more fully below.) 
III & = End, V where Q, is a field and J is the adjoint map relative to 
a non-degenerate alternate bilinear form $ 
It is not difficult to see that in all three cases, (&, J) is isomorphic 
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to a matrix algebra MJQ) with a canonical involution. For I, we have 
9 = d @ do with exchange involution j. For II, Q = d and j is an 
involution in A. For III, 53 = M,(Q) with the involution 
The results of the last section show that (&, j) is perfect if n > 2 
with no further condition in case I and in cases II and III provided 
that X(CB, j) generates 9 with it = 2. In case III the form of the involu- 
tion shows that X(53, j) generates 9 = Ma(@) if and only if char 
@ = 2. In case I, &(Jd, J) = 9Y+, 39 = EndA V. Since 9? is simple it 
is prime. Hence, by Theorem 1, Str g+ is the set of maps cLc where c is 
an invertible element of g and [ is either an automorphism or anti- 
automorphism of G?. 
We now consider case II. Here we have a division algebra with 
involution (A, j) wherej is a + 5 and we have a non-degenerate hermitian 
form h(x, y) on an n-dimensional vector space V over d. The conditions 
on h are that h(x, y) is bi-additive, h(ax, y) = ah(x, y), h(x, ay) = 
h(x, y)& h(y, x) = h(x, y) and h(x, z) - 0 for all x implies x = 0. 
We are assuming also that V has an orthogonal base (ur ,..., u,), that is, 
h(ui > ui) = Oforifj. 
Let S be a semilinear transformation of V corresponding to the 
automorphism u of d, that is, S(x x y) = Sx + Sy, S(ax) = o(a) Sx 
forx,yEV,aEd.Forafixedy,themap 
x -+ a-lh( Lsx, y) 
is a linear function on V. Hence there exists a unique vector y’ E V 
such that u-V(Sx, y) = h(x, y’) for all x E V. We have the map S*: 
y -+ y’ such that for all X, y E I/ 
h(Sx, y) = ah@, s*y). (42) 
S* is called the adjoint of S relative to h. It follows directly from the 
defining property (42) that S* is a*-semilinear where o* = jo-‘j. 
If S’ is a second o-semilinear transformation then so is S + S’ and 
(S + S’)* = S* + (S’)*. If T is a T-semilinear transformation then 
ST is a aT-semilinear transformation and (ST)* = T*S*. If uL denotes 
the scalar multiplication x -+ ax then a L is semilinear with associated 
automorphism Ia in A and (42) implies that uL* = a,. These results 
imply that the map J: A -+ A* is an involution in & = EndA V. The 
pair (A?, J) is the algebra with involution we have to consider in case 
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II. As we have indicated this is perfect if n > 3 and also if n = 2 provided 
that &‘(A, j) generates d. 
The automorphisms of & = Endd V have the form A -+ SAS-l 
where S is a semilinear automorphism of V. S is determined to within 
a scalar multiplication aL. : x + ax, a E d. For [: A -+ SAS-l the map 
(L 1) = CX-‘1 is A -+ SS*A(SS*)-l. If this has the form A + HAH-l 
where H E Z(L$‘, J) then SS* = aLH (= HaL since H is linear) for 
some a in d. Since (aLH) * = Ha,* = Ha, = a,H and (aLH)* = 
(SS*)* = SS* = aLH we have & = a. Also if S is a-semilinear then 
SS* is UU* = oj~-lj = (a, j)-semilinear. Hence we have the condition 
(a, j) = 1, where a E &?(A, j). These remarks, the condition for perfec- 
tion and Theorem 2 yield the following 
THEOREM 3. Let (A, j) be a division algebra with involution, h(x, y) a 
non-degenerate diagonalizable hermitian form (associated with j) on an 
n-dimensional vector space V over A and let J be the adjoint map A -+ A” 
of JX? = End, V de$ned by h. Assume either n > 3 or n = 2 and #(A, j) 
generates A. Then Str Z for X = *(A, J) is the set of maps 
A + a,T*AT (43) 
where a E &(A, j) and T is a a-I-semilinear automorphism of V such 
that (a, j) = I, . 
If A = @ a field and j = 1 then 2(@, j) = CD so that supplementary 
condition for n = 2 is satisfied. Here a can be taken to be any non-zero 
element of 0 and T any semilinear automorphism of V. 
The case III can be handled in the same way. The result one obtains 
in this case is 
THEOREM 4. Let @ be aJield and Zetf (x, y) be a nondegenerate alternate 
form on a 2n-dimensional vector space V over CD. Let J: A -+ A* be the 
adjoint map in Jaz = End, V relative to f. Assume n > 2 and n > 3 af 
char CD # 2. Then Str X for Z = Z(c-Qz, J) is the set of maps 
A-+ yT*AT (44 
where y is any non-zero element of @ and T is any semilinear automorphism 
of v. 
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7. FINITE DIMENSIONAL CENTRAL SIMPLE ALGEBRAS WITH INVOLUTION 
We define the center of an algebra with involution (~2, J) as 
X(&‘, J) n %?, V the center of JJ. (&, J) is called central if its center 
is Kl, K the base ring. If (~2, J) is simple its center is a field @ and if 
(&‘, J) is central simple it is natural to replace k by @ and regard &’ as 
algebra over @. We shall now do this and we assume, moreover, that ~2 
is finite dimensional over Cp. Then (~2, J) is simple Artinian so the 
results of Section 6 apply. However, we can obtain more complete 
results by applying a field extension argument, as we shall show. 
It is well known that if (&‘, J) is central simple over the field @ and 
P is an extension field of Cp then (dp, Jp) is a central simple algebra 
with involution. In particular, this holds if P = @ the algebraic closure 
of CD. In this case if & is finite dimensional then (d, J) for d = -Qz$, 
J = J” is isomorphic to one of the following algebras with involution: 
(1) M,(G), J: a --+ ta (the transpose involution), (2) Ma,($), j: 
a -+ s( ta)s-l where s = diag{p, Q,..., 4h 4 = (S 3, (3) wd@) 0 J&P) 
with J: (a, “b) --+ (ta, b). In cases (1) and (2), J is ofjrst kind in the sense 
that the center of (Se, J) is the center of &. In (3) J is of the second kind 
in that the center of (&, J) is a proper subset of that of JZZ. In fact, the 
latter is two dimensional over 0. No two of the algebras (zJ, J) we have 
listed are isomorphic. Accordingly, we say that (-Pe, J) is of first kind 
and orthogonal type if (J, 1) is as in (1) and (~4, J) is of first kind and - - 
symplectic type if (LY, J) is as in (2). In all cases n is called the degree of 
(~2, J). It is clear that the dimensionality, [&(d, J): 51 = n(n + 1)/2 in 
case (1) and = n2 in case (3). In case (2) the condition that a E Z( d, J) is 
that s( ta)s-l = a which is equivalent to 6(as) = -(as). Hence in this case 
[sqd, J): @] = n(n - 1)/2 or n(n + 1)/2 according as the characteristic 
char CD # 2 or = 2. It is clear that X(&, J)” can be identified with 
X(J, J). Hence [%‘(&‘, J): CD] = [Z(J, J): G] and so we have the 
following table for [Z(&, J): CD]: 
n(n + 1)/2 if J is of orthogonal type 
n(n- 1)/2ifJ is of symplectic type and char @ # 2 
n(n + 1)/2 if J is of symplectic type and char @ = 2 
n2 if J is of second kind. 
It is interesting to determine also the outer ideal of X(&, J) generated 
by 1. We denote this as %?(&, J)‘. It is easily seen that s(&, J)‘O can 
be identified with s(J, J)‘. It follows by applying the remark on outer 
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ideals at the end of Section 5 that in all cases except that in which 
char G = 2 and the involution is symplectic, Z’(d, r)’ = X(d, J). 
On the other hand, if the involution is symplectic and char 5 = 2 then 
it is easily seen that #(d, 1)’ is the set of matrices a such that as is 
alternate, that is, t(as) = as and the diagonal elements of as are 0. 
Then [.X(d, I)‘: 51 = n(n - 1),:2. It follows that Z(&, J)’ = #(&, J) 
in all cases except that in which char @ = 2 and J is of symplectic type. 
Then [.X(-d, J)‘: @] = n(n - 1)/2 while [YE’{&‘, J): @] = n(n + 1)/2. 
To determine the structure groups of the quadratic Jordan algebras 
*(d, I) and *(d, I)’ we are considering we need to see what happens 
to a special universal envelope under extension of the base ring of a 
quadratic Jordan algebra. For the present we need this only for algebras 
over fields and extensions that are fields. In Section 9 we shall need the 
results also for certain ring extensions. Accordingly, we now consider 
the general case: fl = (8, U, 1) is a quadratic Jordan algebra over the 
commutative ring k and K is an extension of k, that is, K is a commutative 
associative algebra over k. If 7 is a homomorphism of a k-module M then 
rlK is the K-homomorphism of MK such that ~“(1 @ X) = 1 @ T(X). 
We now prove 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (S(3), u,,) b e a special universal envelope for & 
and let K be an extension of k. Then (S($)K, u,,“) is a special universal 
envelope for 6”. 
Proof. Let U’ be an associative specialization of 8” into the associative 
algebra &’ over K. We can regard ~2’ as an associative algebra over k by 
defining cya’ = (c~l)a’ for (Y E k. If v is the map x -+ 1 @ x of 9 into 
dK9 u = o’v is an associative specialization of y into &” as k-algebra. 
Hence we have a k-algebra homomorphism 5 of S(g) into &’ such that 
<all = Q. This defines a k-algebra homomorphism 1;’ of S($)K into 
&’ such that [‘(a’ @ a) = a’c(a), cll’ E K, a E S(y). Now uuK is an 
associative specialization of $” into S(2)K and we have <‘u,“( 1 @ X) = 
2;‘(1 @ a,(x)) = la,(x) = u(x) = ~‘(1 @ x). Hence u’ = <‘uUK. We know 
that a,( 8) generates S($) and this implies that u,“($“) generates 
S(#)K. It follows that 5’ is unique so (S(g)K, uTLK) satisfies the definition 
of a special universal envelope for 2”. 
If (&, J) is an associative algebra with involution then (dK, JK) is 
an associative aIgebra with involution over K. If h E P(xZ, J) then 
1 @ h E Z(.dK, 1”). In particular, the elements 1 @ uUK(x), x E J, are 
contained in Z(S(g)K, rK), rr the main involution of S(j). Then 
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K, +) from which it follows that 7~~ is the main involution 
The interesting case for the applications is that in which K is k-free 
so K has a base {pn) over K. Then if M is a k-module, the elements of MK 
can be written as finite sums C pA @ x,, , X, E M, and C pA @ x, = 0 
if and only if every X, = 0. If N is a submodule of M then the set of 
elements C p,, @ yA , y,+ E N, is a submodule of MK which can be identified 
with NK. The map N + NK thus defined is injective. We use these 
remarks to prove 
PROPOSITION 3. Let K be k-free. Then # is special (reflexive) ZY and 
only if $” is special (rejexive). Also ;f (&, J) is an associative algebra 
with involution, then (-Qz, J) is perfect if and only if (,QeK, JK) is perfect. 
Proof. The kernel of uUK is (ker u,)~. Hence uUK is injective if and 
only if crU is injective. Accordingly, $” is special if and only if J is 
special. If (&, J) is an associative algebra with involution, the involution 
JK in L&‘~ is x pA @ ah -+ C ph @ a,* (J: a -+ a*). Hence .X(LZZ~, JK) 
is the set of elements C pA @ h, , h, E Z(&‘, J), and this set can be 
identified with X(zzZ, 1)“. S ince the main involution in S(fK) = S($)K 
is + it follows that u,($) = Z(zzZ, J) if and only if g,(fK) = 
Z(dK, 1”). Thus f is relexive if and only if fK is reflexive. Again let 
(&‘, J) be an associative algebra with involution and let 5 be the homo- 
morphism of S(%(&‘, J)) into ZX? such that <(oU(x)) = x, x E Z’(&‘, J). 
Then (~2, J) is perfect if and only if 5 is an isomorphism. The conditions 
for this are: (1) ker 5 = 0, (2) Z(&, J) generates &. We have seen 
that the special universal envelope of #(d, J)” = %(dK, JK) is 
(S(s(&, J))K, a,K). Moreover, CK is the homomorphism of S(s)K 
into tiK such that SK(aUK(l @ x)) = cK(l @ u,(x)) = 1 @ (a,(x) = 
1 @ x, x E #. Hence lKuUK(x’) = x’ for x’ E X(dK, JK). Since ker cK = 
(ker <)K, 5 is injective if and only if cK is injective. Also if 9’ is the sub- 
algebra of & generated by Z? then the subalgebra of dK generated by 
SK = #(dK) is LF. H ence X(&K) generates dK if and only if s(d) 
generates &. Thus (~2, J) is perfect if and only if (dK, JK) is perfect. 
We shall now apply this result to the finite dimensional central simple 
algebra with involution (~2, J). Consider the algebras (d, J) obtained 
by extending the base field @ to its algebraic closure @. Applying 
Martindale’s theorem and the earlier result of Jacobson and Rickart 
on the algebras M,(G)+ we see that if the degree is > 1 then (d, J) is 
perfect unless the degree is two, and the involution is of symplectic 
type. Hence, by Proposition 3, we have 
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THEOREM 5. Let (-01, J) b e a ni e j ‘t d imensional central simple associa- 
tive algebra with involution and assume the degree > 1. Then (&‘, J) is 
perfect in all cases except that in which the degree is two and the involution 
is of symplectic type. 
We shall now apply this result and Theorem 2 and its corollary to 
obtain the structure groups of the corresponding quadratic Jordan 
algebras X(&, J). W e consider first the case of central simple algebras 
of first kind. Here & is finite dimensional central simple over @, and 3 
is an involution in &’ over CD. The automorphisms of & are all inner. 
The coroIlary to Theorem 2 now yields the following result. 
THEOREM 6. Let ~2 be a jinite dimensional central simple associative 
algebra over a field Sp such that &’ over CD has an involution J. ,4ssume 
that the degree of (x2, J) is > 1 and in the degree two case that (.G?, J) is 
of orthogonal type. Then Str X, 2 = H(A, J) is the set of maps 
x -+ yg*xg 
where g is an invertible element of ~2 and y # 0 is in 0. 
In treating the case in which J is of second kind we shall distinguish 
the two subcases in which &’ is not simple and in which LX? is simple. 
In the first we have & = A? @ W” with the involution (a, 6) -+ (6, a). 
The automorphisms of & are all inner unless B has an anti-auto- 
morphism p. In the latter case the automorphisms are either inner or 
products of inner automorphisms by the automorphism (a, b) --f 
(p(b), p(a)). The quadratic Jordan algebra X(XZ, J) is isomorphic to g+. 
We prefer to state the results in terms of the algebra 9?+ and changing 
the notation from 549 to &‘, our results yield the following 
THEOREM 7. Let ~2 be a jkite dimensional central simple associative 
algebra, &+ the corresponding quadratic Jordan algebra. Then Str .&+ 
consists of the maps 
x-tgxh 
where g, h are invertible elements of .M, unless & has an anti-automorphism 
p. In the latter case Str +QZ+ consists of the maps x -+gxh, and the maps 
x + gp(x)h where g and h are invertible elements of ST'. 
Now assume (,Oe, J) is finite dimensional central simple of second 
kind and ,.& is simple. The center of LZ?’ is a quadratic extension field 
P of the base field CO and the restriction of J to P is an automorphism 
607/20/z-3 
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+ 1. It may happen that every automorphism of & is the identity on P, 
in which case, the automorphisms of ~2 are all inner. On the other hand, 
suppose & has an outer automorphism p. We claim that p satisfies the 
condition of Theorem 2, namely EI.J~-~J is an inner automorphism by 
an invertible element contained in Z(uQz, J). Since p and J induce the 
same automorphism in P it is clear that pJp-‘J is P-linear and hence 
is an inner automorphism Id . Thus we have for a E ~2 that (pLJp-lJ)a = 
dud-l. Then (JpJp+z = (II.J~-~J)-~LE = d-l ad. On the other hand, 
(~h-~l)(~*) = d(a*)d-l, and operating with J on both sides of this 
relation, gives (JpJp-‘)a = (d*)-l a(d*). It follows that there exists a 
6 E P such that d* = 6d. Then d = 6*d* = 66*d so 8*6 = 1. Hence by 
Hilbert’s Satz 90 there exists a y # 0 in P such that 6 = y(y*)-l and 
d* = 6d = r(r*)-ld. H ence (rd)* = yd. Thus, since we can replace d 
by yd, we may assume that d E 8 and so p satisfies the condition of 
Theorem 2. This result and the Corollary to Theorem 2 imply 
THEOREM 8. Let & be a finite dimensional simple associative algebra 
with center P a quadratic extension of the base field Q, and an involution 
of second kind. Then Str A?(&, J) is the set of maps 
where g is an invertible element of & and y is a nonzero element of P if all 
automorphisms of S! over @ are inner. On the other hand, if .d has outer 
automorphisms and t.~ is a fixed one of these then Str Z(&‘, J) consists of 
the foregoing maps and the products of these by the map x + d-l p(x) where 
d is chosen in 2 such that p 1p-l J = I, . 
We consider also the quadratic Jordan algebra %(_cP, J)’ over @ of 
characteristic two, J symplectic. We need to show that if a E %(A@‘, J)’ 
and g E & then g*ag E &(&‘, 1)‘. It suffices to prove this for the algebra 
obtained by extending the base field to its algebraic closure. Then if s 
is as before, g* = s(tg)s-1 and the condition that a E X(d, J)’ is that 
as is alternate. Then 
g*ug = s(k) s-lag = s(tg) s-l(us) s-lg 
and (g*ag)s = %(as)u for u = s-lgs. As is well known, us alternate 
implies %(as)u alternate. Hence g*ag E *(d, J)‘. We can now apply 
Theorem 2 and the remark at the end of Section 5 on Martindale’s 
theorem to show that Theorem 6 is valid also for Z(&‘, _7)‘, char @ = 2, 
J symplectic. 
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8. GENERIC NORM IN Z(d, J) AND X(&, J)‘, (-Qz, J) FINITE 
DIMENSIONAL CENTRAL SIMPLE. NORM SIMILARITIES 
The theory of generic minimum polynomials, traces and norms for 
quadratic Jordan algebras has been developed in [15] and [25]. This is 
based on the definition of the power of an element in a quadratic Jordan 
algebra 2 by the rules that a O = 1, u1 = a and an = Unan-2 if n > 1. 
If fl is a subalgebra of &+, & associative, then an in f is the same thing 
as aqt in the associative algebra &. The theory of generic minimum 
polynomials for a finite dimensional f is analogous to that of generic 
minimum polynomials for power associative algebras, which in turn 
extends classical results on associative algebras. One can largely bypass 
the general theory in considering the algebras jY’(&‘, J) and G@‘(.&, J)’ 
for (&, J) finite dimensional central simple by a direct determination 
of the generic minimum polynomials for the various cases of (&, J). 
We shall follow this approach here and for the sake of simplicity we 
assume the base field is infinite. This will enable us to use the Zariski 
topology for finite dimensional vector spaces and elementary results on 
polynomial functions on vector spaces and more generally rational 
mappings between vector spaces. 
We shall require the following result whose proof is staightforward 
and is given in [14, p. 441. 
LEMMA. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over an infinite 
field 0, P an extensionfield of @, V’ = VP. Identzfy V with the subset of V 
of elements 1 @vu, v E V. Then: (i) if 0’ is a non-vacuous open subset of V 
(in the Zariski topology) th en 0 = 0’ n V is a nonvacuous open subset 
of V, (ii) if f is a polynomial function on V’ such that f (v) E CD for all v in 
an open subset of V then f 1 V is a polynomial function on V. 
Again let (&, J) b e a finite dimensional central simple associative 
algebra with involution and let n be the degree of (&‘, J) as defined in 
Section 7. We now define the degree of Z(&, J) and Z(&, J)’ to be n 
in all cases except %(-Pe, J) of characteristic two with J symplectic, in 
which case, we define the degree to be 2n. We have the following 
THEOREM 9. Let (s!, J) be a finite dimensional central simple associa- 
tive algebra with involution over an inJinite field 0 and let m denote the 
degree of .%(A?‘, J) (or Z(XZ, 1)‘). Then: 
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1. There exist uniquely determined polynomial functions T,..., N 
on X(@‘, J) (Z’(LZZ, J)‘) such that 
aIn - T(a) a”-l + **- + (-1)” N(a) 1 = 0 
for all a E S? = X+‘(Jaz, J) (or SF’). The polynomial 
(45) 
xa(X) = A” - T(a) Am-l + *.* + (-1)” N(a) (46) 
E @[A], h an indeterminate, is called the generic minimum polynomial of a, 
T(a) and N(a) are respectively the generic trace and generic norm of a. 
We have 
xn(h) = N(h1 - a) 
where Al - a E A?@(~) (A?‘@(~)). 
(47) 
2. The generic trace function T is linear on Z(&?) and the generic 
norm function N is homogeneous of degree m. Moreover, T( 1) = m, 
N(1) = 1 and if a, c E X(Z) and b E & then 
N(b*ab) = N(b*b) N(a) (48) 
N( U,a) = No N(a). (49) 
3. An element a E ~X?(&“‘) is invertible in %‘(X’) if and only if 
N(a) i 0. 
Proof. We consider first the case (3) (of Section 7): JZ = M,(G) @ 
M,(6), J: (a, tb) -+ (“6, a). Here X(J, J) is the set of elements a’ = 
(a, “a). Let x,‘(X) be the characteristic polynomial of the matrix a and 
write this as xa’(X) = An - T(a’)h”-l + **. + (-1)” N(a’). Then T,..., N 
are polynomial functions on 2 = %(A?, J) and a’” - T(a’)a’“-l + 
--* + (-I)” N(a’)l = 0 f o 11 ows from the Hamilton-Cayley theorem. 
It is clear that there exist a’ such that x,‘(A) is the minimum polynomial 
of a’ (as element of &). The condition that a’ have this property is that 
1, a’,..., a’“-l are linearly independent. It is easily seen that this is an 
open subset of 2. Hence it is a nonvacuous open subset 0’ of 2 and 
by the lemma, 0 = 0’ n 2 is a nonvacuous open subset of A?. Since 
the minimum polynomial is unchanged on extension of the base field 
it is clear that if a E 0, xa(h) is the minimum poIynomia1 of a. Hence 
~$1 E @[A] and so, by the lemma, the restrictions of T,..., N to H are 
polynomial functions. We have (45) and the other assertions of the 
theorem follow from well known properties of characteristic polynomials, 
traces and norms of matrices. 
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Next assume we have case (1): JZ? = M,(s) with the transpose 
involution. For a E GZ? let xa(h) be the characteristic polynomial of a. 
Since there exist symmetric matrices whose minimum polynomials have 
degree 71 the argument in the previous case carries over verbatim. 
Now assume we have case (2): JZ = lMzn(G), 1: a + s(Gz)s-l, s = 
diag(q,..., cl), q = (9 k). If we partition the 2n x 2n matrices into n 
blocks of 2 x 2 matrices we can identify Mz,(G) with M,(B) where 
9 = M,(G). The involution J is (aij) -+ “(uij) where ail E M,(G) and 
cij = q(Grij)q-‘. Then aij = (tr aij)l - atj . The condition that a E 2 
is that 
where ai = ai . If char @ # 2, the condition 4 = ai is satisfied if and 
only if ai = ail, ai E @. On the other hand, if char G = 2 then pi = ai 
if and only if the trace tr ai = 0. Also in this case (which is the only one 
in which Z(&, J) # Z(&, I)‘), 9 is the set of matrices (50) in which 
ai = Lyil, “i E @. We now consider simultaneously the two cases: 9, 
char Cp f 2 and g’, char @ = 2. In both cases we define x,(X) = 
Pf(sh - as) the Pfaffian of the alternate matrix sh - as. Then the 
argument in [ll, p. 2311 h s ows that xa(a) = 0. Moreover, if we take the 
aij in (50) to be 0 and ai = OLil with distinct clli it is easy to verify that 
xa(h) is the minimum polynomial of a. The results then follow as in the 
first case from properties of the Pfaffian. Now let char G = 2 and 
consider 2. In this case we take xa(h) to be the characteristic polynomial 
of the matrix a as in (50) where the condition on the ai is tr ai = 0. If 
we take the aij = 0 for i # j then x,(h) = n,” (h2 + det pi). By a suitable 
choice of the det ai we shall have that x,(h) is the minimum polynomial 
of a. Then the results follow as in the first case. 
We shall call an element a E Z(p) regular if xa(X) has distinct roots 
in G. It is easy to see that the regular elements of X and Z’ form a 
non-vacuous open subset of X’ or %’ in all case except Z, char @ = 2, 
J symplectic. In this case, if a E X then a2 E GV and hence a2 is a root of 
P’(sh - a2s). Thus a is a root of Pf(sX2 - a2s). It follows that 
&(A) = Pf (sX2 - a%) (51) 
and so xa(X)’ = 0. Hence no regular elements exist in this case. 
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We shall now need to use directional derivatives of rational maps and 
logarithmic derivatives of rational functions for finite dimensional 
vector spaces over infinite fields. We refer the reader to [l l] and [30] 
for the definitions and the properties we shall need. If F is a rational map 
we write A,aF for the directional derivation of F at b in the direction a. 
We now define the generic trace bilinear form on Z(JX?, J) (X’(JZ~‘, 1)‘) 
bY 
T(a, b) = -A,” Ab log N. (52) 
This is a symmetric bilinear form and we have 
PROPOSITION 4. If char @ # 2 the generic trace form is nondegenerate 
in all cases. If char @ = 2 the generic trace form is nondegenerate for 
%(x2, J), J of second kind and for %‘(&, J)‘, J symplectic (ojjirst kind). 
In the remaining cases the generic trace form is degenerate. In all cases we 
have 
-ACa Ab log N = T( U;la, b) (53) 
for all a, b and invertible c. 
We shall give the proof for involutions of second kind and sketch 
it for the remaining cases. By extending the base field to its algebraic 
closure and using the isomorphism of 2 with M,(G)+ it suffices to 
prove the result for M,(Q)+, Q, an infinite field with N(a) = det a, 
&A) = det(h1 - a). Th en T(a) = tr a. We calculate first A,“N for 
arbitrary a and invertible c. This is the coefficient of X in N(c + ha) = 
N(c) N(1 + Xb), b = - c la. Now N(X1 - b) = X” - T(b)h”-l + **a SO 
N(h-ll - b) = X-” - T(b)h-‘“-I’ + **.andN(l -hb)=X”N(X-ll-b)= 
1 - T(b)X + a**, Hence 
A,“N = N(c) T(c-la) (54) 
if N(c) f 0 and 
ACa log N = T(c-la). (55) 
Next we use the formula 
A,bX-1 = -c-l~c-l (56) 
which is easy to prove. From (55) and (56) we can obtain 
-A,b A” log N = T(( U;%)a). (57) 
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If we take c = 1 we obtain 
qfz, b) = T(ab). (58) 
It is well known that T(ab) = tr a6 is a nondegenerate symmetric 
bilinear form on M,(G). The formula (53) is an immediate consequence 
of (57) and (58). 
If the characteristic is # 2 the results in the other cases follow easily 
from these results for M,(Q). It suffices to consider the Jordan algebra 
of symmetric matrices in M,(G) and of symplectic symmetric matrices 
in Msn(@). In the first case the generic norm of an element is the same 
as its generic norm in M,(Q)+. If a is symmetric and b is skew then 
T(d) = T(u * b) = 0 since a . b = &(ub + bu) is skew. Hence the 
space of symmetric matrices is orthogonal to the space of skew sym- 
metric matrices and since the sum of these two spaces is Mm(@) it 
follows that T(u, b) = T(ub) is nondegenerate in the Jordan algebra of 
symmetric matrices. Also (53) is clear since it holds in M,(a)+. A similar 
argument applies for the subalgebra 2 of M,,(Q) of symplectic sym- 
metric matrices. If we take s = diag{q,..., q}>, Q = (j t) as before then 
N(u) = P’(su) and No = det(su) = det a which is the generic norm 
of a in M2,(@). Then we have the relation Tr(u, b) = iT,(u, b) where 
Tl and T, are, respectively, the generic trace form for jle and for M&Q)+. 
The results follow from this relation as in the case of symmetric matrices. 
Now let char @ = 2, J an involution of first kind. The generic norm 
of a E s@(&‘, J) is the same as its generic norm as element of sZ+. Hence 
T(u, b) = tr(ub). Taking & = M,(Q), J of orthogonal type we can 
verify that if a has diagonal elements all 0 then T(u, b) = 0 for all 
b E Z(&‘, J). Also if ~2 = M2,(@) and J is of symplectic type then any 
a of the form (50) in which the a,,,. = 0 for i + j and ui = ail, 01~ E @ 
satisfies T(u, b) = 0 for all b E X(&, J). It follows that the generic 
trace bilinear form is degenerate on X(S?, J) in both cases. Also (57) 
follows from this equation for n/r,(@). Finally we have to consider the 
case of X(&, J)‘, char Q, = 2, J of symplectic type. For this one case 
we shall draw on some of the known general results on trace bilinear 
forms. We note first that one has the formula T(x, y) = T(x) T(y) - 
S(x, y) where S(x, y) is a symmetric bilinear form obtained by linearizing 
a quadratic form. Hence in characteristic two, S(X, X) = 0 and T(x, x) = 
TV. Now in the case we are considering there exist a such that T(u) # 0. 
In fact, S(&, J)’ contains n non-zero orthogonal idempotents e, such 
that C ei = 1 and if we take a = C piei with distinct pi and C pi # 0, 
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then the minimum polynomial of a is JJ (X - pi) and this is the same as 
xa(X). Then T(a) # 0. W e now see that T(x, y) # 0. To prove non- 
degeneracy we observe that the radical of T(x, y), that is, the subspace 
of x such that T(x, z) = 0 for all x, is invariant under Str &’ since we 
have T(yx, r) = T(x, boy) for 77 E Str 2’. It is easily seen using ele- 
mentary results on alternate matrices that the set of 77: x +g*xg, 
g invertible, acts irreducibly on H’. It follows that the radical of T(x, y) 
is either the whole space or 0 and since T(x, y) # 0 it must be 0. Then 
T(x, y) is nondegenerate. Finally we note that the relation (57) is 
readily deduced from the relation dca log N = T(c-l, u) for arbitrary 
a and invertible c (see Eq. (17) of McCrimmon [25]). 
We shall now consider the problem of determining the group of 
bijective linear transformations 7 of Z(&, J) or Z(&, J) having the 
generic norm as semi-invariant, that is, satisfying 
w?(4) = Pw4 (59) 
for a nonzero p in Q, and all a in the quadratic Jordan algebra. An r] 
satisfying this condition is called a norm similarity. The element p is 
called the multiplier of 7. Since N(1) = 1 we have p = N(u), u = q(l). 
We have the following: 
THEOREM 10. Let (&, J) b e a Jinite dimensional central simple 
associative algebra with involution over an infinite field @. Then the group 
of norm similarities of Z’(&‘, J) (or X(&, J)‘) coincides with the structure 
group if char @ # 2. The same result holds for char @ = 2 in the two 
cases: Z(d, J), J f o second kind and 2(x2, J)‘, J of symplectic type. 
Proof. The fact that the structure group is contained in the group 
of norm similarities is a general result which has been proved recently 
by McCrimmon [25]. For the algebras we are considering it follows 
also from Theorem 9, part 2 and the determination of the structure 
groups which we made in the last section. It remains to show that any 
norm similarity is contained in the structure group. For this we need 
the nondegeneracy of the trace bilinear from which was established in 
Proposition 4 for the cases covered by the statement of the theorem. 
Let 7 be a norm similarity and let a, b, c E Z(X’) where N(c) # 0. 
Then N(T(c)) f: 0 an c and q(c) are invertible. Using the chain rule d 
for differentiation we obtain from (53) that 
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Since NT = pN this implies that 
Let 7” denote the adjoint of 7 relative to T(x, y). Then (60) gives the 
relation q*lJ;t)q = U;’ and taking inverses we obtain 
u ah-7 CT” -u 
for all c such that N(c) # 0. Since the set of these c is open in the Zariski 
topology and (61) is a relation between polynomial maps, it follows that 
it holds for all c. Hence 77 is in the structure group. This completes the 
proof. 
This result and our determination of the structure groups give 
explicit determinations of the groups of norm similarities. These con- 
stitute an extensive generalization of the results of Frobenius mentioned 
in the Introduction. The results we have obtained leave open the question 
of determination of the groups of norm similarities for the algebra 
&?(&‘, J), J of first kind, char @ = 2. As in the other cases these groups 
contain the structure groups. 
9. STRUCTURE ALGEBRAS 
We consider again an arbitrary quadratic Jordan algebra f = 
(9, U, 1). We shall now define by the standard method of formal 
algebraic groups the Lie algebra str J of the structure group Str 3. 
For this purpose one introduces the algebra (1 of dual numbers over the 
base ring K. This has the base (1, 8) over k with muitiplication defined 
by S2 = 0. Consider the quadratic Jordan algebra fA over (1. The 
natural map x --f 1 @ x of f into 3” is injective; hence one can identify 
9 with its image in $“. Then the elements of 8” can be written in one 
and only one way in the form x + Sy, x, y E 3. Any k-endomorphism 
H of f determines a A-endomorphism 1 + 6H of $” such that 
(1 + SH)x = x + 6(H x ) , x E 2, and consequently (1 + SH)(x + Sy) = 
x + S(Hx + y). It is clear that 1 + 6H is invertible with (1 + SH-l = 
1 - 6H. Now define 
strJ={HEEnd,$I 1 +SHeStr$“}. (62) 
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Then it is easily shown that str f is a Lie algebra of endomorphisms 
of $ and Str $ acts on str $ by the “adjoint” action 
7H = ~HT-l (63) 
if 7 E Str $ and HE str f. This action is one by automorphisms of the 
Lie algebra str $. The Lie algebra str $ is called the structure (Lie) 
algebra of $. 
We proceed to derive an explicit condition that an endomorphism 
HE str f. We note first that for any HE End, $, (1 + 6H)l = 
1 + 6(Hl) is invertible in $* with inverse 1 - 6(Hl). More generally, 
it is easily seen that a + 8b, a, b E f is invertible in 8” if and only if 
a is invertible in b. We have for any x = a + 6b in 2” 
and Ur+6(H1) = 1 + 6Ur,,r = 1 + SV,, (since Ur,, = V, generally). 
Hence 
(1 + SH) U,(l - SH) Ul+m) = (1 + SH) Uz(1 - W(1 + SV,,) 
= Uz + WC Uz] + UJ,, = ua + VJa,, + [H, Ual + UJ,,) 
Now the condition that q = 1 + 6H E Str ,$” is that U,+) = r) UJ-’ UV(r) 
(cf. (17)) so the foregoing formula shows that 7 = a + 6H E Str 3“ if 
and only if 
U a,~a = WUal + UJHI (64) 
for all a E f. Hence this is the condition that H E str f. We can write 
this also as 
U a,Ha = HU, - lJ,i? (65) 
where 
-. 
H= H- V,,. 
As in the case of Str f one sees that str $ can also be characterized 
as the set of k-endomorphisms H of f for which there exists a K- 
endomorphism R such that (65) holds. Then necessarily f7 is given 
bY (66). 
One can define also a Lie algebra analogue of the inner structure 
group. We claim that for any b, c E f, V,,, E str f and that for H = V,,, 
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we have R = -V,,, to satisfy (65). This amounts to the identity 
u n.v,~,a = VbJJlz i- UlJc,b ’ (67) 
Before giving a formal proof of this we sketch an argument which will 
perhaps indicate why (67) holds. Let c be invertible in f. Then c-l + 6b 
is invertible in $” and Ue-1+8b U, E Instr $*. This map is 1 + 6 Uc-l,b U, . 
It is easy to see that this coincides with 1 + SV,,, . Hence V,,, E str 4. 
Then (65) holds for H = V,,, with R = V,,, - V,., and since it is 
easily seen that Vb,c + V,,, = V,,, , we have (67) for arbitrary b and 
invertible c. In may important situations (e.g. finite dimensional algebras 
over a field) one can argue that the validity of (67) for arbitary b and 
invertible c implies its validity for all b, c. However, instead of pursuing 
this line of argument further we shall now give a direct proof of (67) 
for all b, c which is due to McCrimmon. It is useful to write {abc} E 
U,,,b = V,,,c and aba = U,b. W e refer to the identities in Jacobson 
[2, pp. 1.18-1.231 noting that these need to be translated from the 
right hand notation for operators used in the reference to the left hand 
notation employed here. We have the identity 
Gba,a = Vb,lJ,b (68) 
(QJ 31 of Jacobson [2], p. 1.22). L’ mearization of this with respect to 
a gives 
V b.L’,,db = v,a,d + &J&a * (69) 
We now employ the identity 7Jb,cVa,b + U,V,3, = V,,aU~s, + V,,,U, 
(QJ9 on p. I. 17) which can be written out as 
{b{abd}c} + b{acd}b = (ba{bdc}} + {ca(bdb)}. 
Taking c as operand this becomes 
Vb,U,,,,b + ub”a,, = vb,avb,d + V”&z. 
By (69) and (70) we have 
or 
VUba,d -t ub”a,d = Vb.avb.d 
{(bab) dc} + b{acd}b = (ba{bdc}} 
which give the required relation: V,,,U, + U,V,,, = Ub,v, ,b . 
(70) 
(71) 
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We now see that 
instr y = 
I 
1 Vblbtlci I 4 9 ci E 11 (72) 
is a k-submodule of str %. We claim that this is an ideal. To see this 
we observe that (65) implies that U,,,, + UXa,b = HU,,, - U,,$r 
Using the definition Vb,cx = U*,J we see that this is equivalent to 
(73) 
which evidently implies that instr f is an ideal in str &. We shall call 
this the inner structure (Lie) algebra of #. 
Since V, = _Va,, E instr $ it is clear from (66) that if HE str f 
(instr f) then HE str $ (instr 2). It is easily seen also that str f = 
str $tc) and instr f = instr jtc) for any isotope $tc) of $. 
One defines a derivation D of a quadratic Jordan algebra $ as a 
k-endomorphism off such that 
Dl = 0, [D, U,] = Ua.oa . (74) 
It is immediate that D is a derivation if and only if 1 + 6D E Aut yA. 
Hence the set Der $ (or aut $) of derivations is a Lie algebra and 
Aut 2 acts on Der 2 by 70 = &-l. It is clear also that Der $ C strf 
and Der $ is the subalgebra of str $ of endomorphisms D such that 
Dl = 0. The intersection Der f n instr $ is an ideal in Der 3 whose 
elements are called inner derivations. Since instr $ = (C V,i,,,} it is 
immediate that the inner derivations are the maps C Vb,,c, such that 
c bi 0 ci = 0. 
After all of these formal results we now consider the analogues for 
str f of our results connecting Str f with automorphisms of its special 
universal envelope (S(3), u,). We recall that (S(y)“, uu”) is a special 
universal envelope for /A and we can identify S(g) with the corre- 
sponding subset of S(f)” (Proposition 3). Then S(y)” is the set of 
elements a + 6b, a, b E S($) and a + 6b = 0 implies a = b = 0. Now 
let HE str $, so q = 1 + 6H E Str f*. Then, as in (20), we have an 
automorphism 71% of SyA such that 
where d = u,A(c), c = 17(1)-i. Since ~(1) = 1 + 6(Hl), c = 1 - 6(Hl). 
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Also U,“(X) = UJX) and (~,~q)(x) = a,(x) + Ga,H(x). Hence we have 
Since the elements uU(x), x E $, generate S(y) and qU is an auto- 
morphism, the foregoing formula implies that we have a K-endomorphism 
D of S(2) such that 
Q&q = a + qDa> (76) 
for all a E S(g). It follows that D is a derivation in S(x), and comparing 
(75) and (76), we obtain 
for x E 3. We now observe that if D is a derivation in S(y) then so is 
TDT, rr the main involution of S(y). Hence TTDTT - D is a derivation 
of S(j) and 
Duu(x) + u,(Hl) a,(x) = u,(Hx) = na,(Hx) = ZT D&(X) + u,(x) u,(Hl). 
Thus 
(n Dr - D) u,(x) = [A, d41 
where h = u,(Hl). Since the Us generate S(2) we have 
(T Da - D)u = [h, a] (78) 
for all a E S(g). Th us n-D7 - D is the inner derivation &, : a -+ [ha] 
determined by h = u,(Hl) or by h-y for any y~%?n#, %’ the 
center of &. Next let (&, J) b e any associative algebra with involution 
and assume D is a derivation of & such that the derivation JD J - D is 
an inner derivation ih by an element h E X(&, J). Consider the map 
H=D+h, 
of JZZ. If x E &(J&‘, J) we have 
(Hx)* = (Dx + hx)* = (Dx)* + xh = (Dx*)* + xh 
=Dx+hx-xh+xh=Dx+hx=Hx. 
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Hence Hx E X(&‘, J). Also HI = h and direct verification shows that 
(65) holds for H = H - V,,. Hence the restriction of H to GP(S~, J) 
is in str Z(zZ, J). 
Any inner derivation D = id satisfies the foregoing condition since 
Dx = [d, x] implies JDJx = [-d*, x] so JD J = D = ih where 
h = -(d + d*) E Z(d, J). Th e corresponding element of str & is 
x--f dx - xd - (d + d*)x = b*x + xb with b = -d. Since h can 
be replaced by h - y, y E % n X it follows that the elements of str 8 
determined from inner derivations by our procedure are the maps 
x+ b*x + xb + yx (80) 
wherebE&‘andyE%?nZ.Ifkcontains&wecanwritey=b+&= 
&* + & and then absorb this into the part of (80) involving b. Thus 
we need consider only the maps x ---f b*x + xb in this case. 
We shall now apply these results to the problem of determining the 
structure algebra of a special quadratic Jordan algebra and in particular 
for algebras X(zZ, J) where (&, J) is a perfect associative algebra with 
involution. The main result which is the analogue of Theorem 2 is: 
THEOREM 11. 1. Let f b e a special quadratic Jordan algebra and 
identifr J with its image in S($). Then str 9 is the set of maps (D + hL) 1 $ 
where D is a derivation of S($) and h is an element of & such that 
~DT - D = ih and D + h, stabilizes 3. 2. If (-02, J) is a perfect 
associative algebra with involution then str 2 for Ye = Z(d, J) is the 
set of maps (D + hL) 1 2 where D is a derivation of A? and h is an element 
of A@ such that JD J - D = iL.. 
The proof is clear. We also have the 
COROLLARY 1. Let f, S(y) b e as in Theorem 11 and assume that 
every derivation of S(x) is inner. Then str $ is the set of maps x -+ b*x + 
xb + yx, b E S(f), y E V n 6, which stabilize #. 2. Let (&, J) be a 
perfect associative algebra with involution such that every derivation of d 
is inner. Then str A? is the set of maps x -+ b*x + xb + yx, b E ~2, 
yE%TnZ. 
We are now in a position to carry over all our results on structure 
groups, except those based on Herstein’s theorem, to structure algebras. 
Herstein’s theorem can not be applied since &A is not prime for any 
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& # 0. However, we can apply Theorem 11 to obtain the following 
result on str &+, & associative. 
THEOREM 12. Let &’ be an associative algebra such that B = SC! @ &‘O 
with the exchange involution E (see Sl) is perfect. Then str &+ is the set 
of maps D + h, where D is a derivation of the associative algebra ~2 and 
hE&. 
Proof. Any derivation of 99 maps the ideals .zz? and do into them- 
selves since d2 = & and do2 = &‘O. Hence a derivation D of 9 has 
the form (a, b) -+ (Da, D’b) wh ere D is a derivation of &’ and D’ is one 
of do. Then EDE - b has the form (a, b) -+ ((D’ - D)a, (D - D’)b). 
The condition in Theorem 11 is that this has the form (a, b) + [(h, h), 
(a, b)] for some h E & and this holds if and only if D’ = D + ih. The 
corresponding elements of str &(.%‘, E) given by Theorem 11 then give 
the maps D + h, of &+ e Z(9, E). 
We now consider the simple artinian algebras with involution. The 
preceding result is applicable to the case 9 = J&’ @ &‘O with exchange 
involution provided JXI’ is not a division algebra. The derivations of 
JZZ = Endd Y where V is a finite dimensional vector space are known. 
These have the form A --+ [D, A] where D is a differential transformation 
of Y, that is, V is an endomorphism of V for which there exists a deriva- 
tion d of d such that D(ax) = a(Dx) + d(a)x for a E A, x E V [8, p. 871. 
We consider next the analog of Theorem 3 which gives Str 2 for 
X = X’(&‘, J) where J is the adjoint map of &’ = Endd Y given by 
a diagonalizable hermitian form. We refer to the statement of this 
theorem for the precise conditions we require. Let D be a differential 
transformation in V with associated derivation d. For a fixed vector 
y E I/, the map 
is a linear function on V. Hence there is a unique y’ E V such that 
h(Dx, Y) - d(h(x, y)) = 4x3 Y’) f or all x. Then we have the map 
D*: y -+ y’ such that 
Wk Y) - Wx, Y)) = 4x> D*Y) (81) 
for all x, y G V. D* is called the adjoint of D reZative to h. One can check 
that D* is a d* = --jdj-differential transformation of V. Also aL : 
x --t ax is a differential transformation whose associated derivation is 
i, : b --+ [a, b]. W e can now state the following analogue of Theorem 3: 
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THEOREM 13. Let (A, j), h, &, & etc. be as in Theorem 3. Then 
str X is the set of maps 
where D is a d-d@erential transformation, a E %(A, j) and jdj - d = i, . 
The proof is a straightforward application of Theorem 12 and the 
foregoing results. We leave the details to the read3r. Similarly we can 
obtain the analog of Theorem 4. 
We now consider the problem of determining the structure algebras 
of the quadratic Jordan algebra X(&, J) where (&‘, J) is finite dimen- 
sional central simple over a field @. It is well known that the derivations 
of ~2 are all inner. Assuming the degree is > 1 in all cases and > 2 if J 
is of symplectic type we can use the Corollary to Theorem 11 to derive 
the following results. 
THEOREM 14. Let SZI be a Jinite dimensional central simple associative 
algebra, &‘+ the corresponding quadratic Jordan algebra. Then str &* 
is the set of maps 
x+ax+xb 
where a, b E SS!. 
THEOREM 15. Let d be either a $nite dimensional central simple 
associative algebra over @ with an involution J of Jirst kind OY a Jinite 
dimensional simple associative algebra with center a quadratic extension 
field P of the base field @ and an involution J of second kind. Then str 8 
for 28 = H(s!, J) (OY &‘(ss?, J)‘) are the maps 
x-+b*x+xb+yx 
wherebE&, yE@. 
We can also obtain analogues of the results on the groups of norm 
similarities of the algebras %(&‘, J) for (&‘, J) finite dimensional 
central simple with involution. The Lie algebra analogous to the group 
of norm similarities is comprised of the set of linear transformations H 
such that 
AHaN = a P N (82) 
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for some p E Cp and all a E &? (or 2’) (see Jacobson [7], p. 220). It can 
be shown that under the hypotheses of Theorem 10 this Lie algebra 
coincides with str X (str A?‘). 
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